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I was at a party not too long ago and decided to put on “All Kinds” from
Seven Davis Jr.’s One EP, which was maybe a bad idea given that it was
hard to hear anything except the four-on-the-floor thump. A friend came
up to me and asked me, “What’s your favorite part of this song?” –
probably a joke at the expense of house given that it was impossible to
tell what part of what was what. Being quite drunk, I took the opportunity
to blab on: it’s the part when Davis sings the last word of the hook, “joy,”
and lets it echo before a churchy organ grumbles into action, cuts through
the landscape and adds a bit of religious fervor to Davis’ declaration of
love.

Then, on cue, it happened. It still gets me. Every fucking time.

Part of what makes One such an exemplary deep-house album is its
appeal to the emotions. It’s repetitive, as is the nature of house, but its
linear motion is interrupted by little animal-pleasure moments – turns of phrase, new instruments, great hooks. Take
the title track: “What’s up, what’s up, what’s up, what’s up, what’s up with you and me, ” he sings on the chorus. It’s
the kind of classic bubblegum hook that looks daft on paper but sounds like gospel when you hear it. Then the
rhyme: “what’s up, what’s up, what’s up, what’s up – can it be? ” The question, so universal and so blunt, echoes to
the heavens. “I’m thinking maybe you’re the one.”

It wouldn’t hit nearly as hard, either, if Davis weren’t such a likable and unaffected presence. He’s not a functional
diva, nor is he a soul-searching diarist. He’s just a lonely, weary everyman who we suspect wouldn’t be hurt too, too
bad if it turned out maybe she wasn’t the one. “I guess I’m single now, ” he sighs after being rejected on “Leave A
Message.” Even though he’d claim to be from outer space on last year’s debut full-length Universes, there’s no
pretense of cosmic badassery. He’s more like your stoner buddy who gets “real” every now and then.

Davis is the producer as well as the singer here, and One is unusual among post-Moodymann rare-groove house
records in that it doesn’t sound like it’s been ripped from old, forgotten vinyl. The lines are clean and sharp, filled in
with splashes of organic color. To use a painterly metaphor: if Moodymann is Ernie Barnes, playfully invoking the
ghosts of bygone soul parties, Davis is Mondrian. The drums are compressed as hell, and for much of the album it’s
just the beat, his voice and a bassline – maybe with a faint splash of organ or guitar in the back. This minimal
approach is probably best for Davis’s voice, which rarely rises above a ragged whisper.

In addition to Universes, Davis has released no shortage of singles, EPs and compilations since One. None of them
approach this record’s pathos, and One has sadly been overshadowed by a lot of these later releases – including
his breakout Friends, which compiles “One” alongside two other exemplary tracks but is nowhere near as
substantial as One. I suspect this album will take on new life soon. It’s simply too good to be ignored.
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